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CARPET POLICY
We take our carpet care very seriously at Kress Properties. Did you know the cost to replace a carpet for a two-bedroom apartment is
over $1200? That being said, we want to make sure everyone understands our carpet care expectations and what happens when there
are accidents/damages to the carpet.
As residents, everyone is responsible for the care of their carpet from the day they move in. This includes vacuuming a minimum of
once a week, keeping large food and dirt particles picked up, and treating spills or stains right away. Unfortunately, residents are
charged for the lack of carpet care at move-out, at the replacement cost of the carpet, depending on the life span.
Our owners expect to get a minimum lifespan of five years out of every new carpet installed. When you move in, your carpet may or
may not be new depending on where it is in its expected lifecycle. The carpets are always steam-cleaned before every move-in,
guaranteeing that the carpet we are delivering to you is clean and looking its best- if it is not new. It may have signs of wear, but
unless you have reported carpet damage on your move-in inspection form, Kress Properties assumes the carpet is in acceptable
condition per its life expectancy.
After move-out, the carpet will be inspected. If it is determined that a carpet is too stained or damaged upon move-out, we will not
attempt to repair the carpet prior to the next move-in. Unfortunately, we have no other choice than to replace the carpet in the entire
unit, not just the affected area, in order to make sure the carpet is consistent in wear from room to room. In other words, if there is a
bleach stain in the bedroom, we will have to replace the entire apartment’s carpet- not just the bedroom- because of where the old
carpet meets the new carpet, the carpets must match. The responsible resident is charged for this replacement at the prorated expense
of life remaining in the carpet. This is one of the largest security deposit deductions we are experiencing at Kress Properties.

BY LIVING IN A PROPERTY MANAGED BY KRESS PROPERTIES, YOU AGREE TO:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Keep your carpet vacuumed a minimum of once a week.
Pick up large dirt and food particles right away before they are smashed into the carpet causing a permanent stain.
Take your shoes off upon entering the unit. Place shoes on mat inside unit. No shoes are allowed in the building hallway.
Avoid bleach chemical spills or using cleaning products that contain bleach to clean stains. Bleach will dissolve the color in
the carpet instantly.
Be very careful with nail polish, red liquids, or hot irons! These items almost always cause irreversible damages.
Pay to have your carpets cleaned throughout your stay, if needed.
Pay special attention to soda pop, juice, or milk spills. These liquids have sugar in them. They may be clear when they are
absorbed into the carpet, but after they dry, the sugar from the liquids are left in the carpet and continue to attract dirt and the
stains begin to appear. Many residents report that the stains just “showed up”. This could be the cause. For example, when
apple juice or Sprite gets spilled on the carpet, you may not see it. Later on, when those spots get walked on, the dirt from the
bottom of your shoes will stick to those areas in the carpet causing stains to appear. This is when you need to steam-clean the
carpet in those areas right away. Otherwise, these stains can become permanent and un-repairable. This is a situation in which
you would be charged for a carpet replacement.
Have all carpets cleaned at move-out by a professional carpet-cleaning company. Kress Properties will not contact you after
move-out to notify you of damages or to give you an opportunity to repair them yourself.

_____________________
RESIDENT(S) INITIAL(S)

All forms, contracts, applications and other documents distributed by Kress Properties, in the Leasing Office or on-line at www.kressproperties.com, are subject to change at any time without notice. Only the most recent
version of each form will be considered valid and all residents and applicants hereby agree to abide by the policies and procedures set forth in the most current version of these documents.

